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INTRO

WHO withholds research findings

A middle-aged woman is
standing in front of me at the
doctor’s office and asks the
two receptionists behind the
counter if the influenza serum has arrived yet. One
says „no”, the other „yes”.
Then the negative one says
to the other (citation): „You
don’t want to kill her. The
serum is only for the over 61
year olds.“ Just a slip of the
tongue?
The doctor’s receptionist
may have her explanation
for what was meant. However, I thought of the agent
intensifiers in these serums
and their deadly consequences for the elderly and
others.
After I witnessed several
cases of death and disability
in my environment that occurred directly after vaccinations, I wonder if perhaps
the two doctor’s receptionists unintentionally spoke
out a staggering truth?
The editor (dsch.)

wm. A Danish research team
examined the long-term effects
of vaccinations on children in
the west-African country of
Guinea-Bissau. Between 1990
and 1996, Peter Aaby, Henrik
Jensen (epidemiologist) and
the physician Ines Kristensen
included more than 15,000 women and their newborn
children into their study and
regularly checked on them.
They came to alarming conclusions: Of the children who had
received the classic quadruple
vaccination against diphtheria,

Deadly vaccination:
Personal testimony, see
also the AGB-brochure
“Vaccination – before and
afterwards“ and the documentary “Pressured to Vaccinate“ by Panorama-Film
„There are several reasons
to leave everything as it is
and only a single one to
change something:
You simply can’t bear
it anymore!“
Hans Curt Flemming

tetanus, pertussis and polio, almost twice as many had died
before the next control visit
compared to those who had not
been vaccinated. Although
these research-findings have
been known for years and the
WHO (World Health Organization) is aware of them, no
changes have been made to

those “deadly” injection practices! What else has to happen
before we finally reach that
point?
Sources:
www.ots.at/presseaussendung/
OTS_20010122_OTS0248/
ist-impfen-lebensgefaehrlich
www.impfinfo.de/index.php?Option=
com_content&view=article&id=
76:impfungen-und-kindersterblichkeitin-der-q3-weltq&catid=
18:auswirkungen&Itemid=324

“Your doctor will lose all his wealth
when you´re dead – or of stable health.
To stay afloat he will be keen
to keep you somewhere in between.”
Eugen Roth

Planned reduction of the world population
mv. Sir David Attenborough, a this enormous growing horde
leading figure of the British can be grown. Either we limit
Empire, said in a radio inter- the population increase or
view on January 21st 2013: “We nature will do that for us, like
humans are a plague to the it´s already doing at this very
world. In the next 50 years or so moment. David Attenborough
this earth will take revenge. is spot on – it seems the
This is not only about climate “revenge of nature” is already
change; there is simply a lack of being “staged”. To mention a
space and land where food for few examples: Earthquake

caused by earthquake weapons
(S&G 2/12, 16/12), diseases
caused by vaccinations (S&G
52/12) chemtrail-contaminated
fields and meadows (S&G
42/12) and many more…
Source:
partial original text:
www.bueso.de/node/6279

Small gardens could feed the world
ff. With an estimated total of 35
million family-owned backyard
gardens, or “datschas” as they
are called, Russia is demonstrating how a whole country can
easily be fed. In 1999, about
71% of the population produced from these “datschas” approx. half of the milk consumed
in the whole country, 60% of
meat, 77% of vegetables, 87%
of fruit and 92% of potatoes –
all ecologically and sustainably
grown. From an overall perspective, Russian families grow al-

most all the food they need
themselves. The Russian government supports this family
farming culture by law with
every Russian citizen having
the right to obtain a free piece of
private and tax-free gardening
land between approx. 1 and 3
acres. If we consider that the
grass surface in the US is twice
as big as the gardens in Russia
it becomes obvious that we neither need genetically modified
seeds nor an industrialized agriculture to supply enough food

for everyone! Be aware that the
growing season in Russia is
only half as long as in the US.
Isn’t the “datscha” a model worthy to be adopted by all countries?
Sources:
http://info.kopp-verlag.de/
hintergruende/geostrategie/
jonathan-benson/ist-russlands-modellkleindimensionierterorganischerlandwirtschaftder-schluessel-zurernaehrung-d.html
http://thebovine.wordpress.com/
2009/08/09/in-1999-35-million-smallfamily-plots-produced-90-ofrussiaspotatoes-77-of-vegetables-87offruits-59-of-meat-49-of-milkwayto-go-people/
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Egypt:
Organs are ripped
out of orphansʼ bodies

Organ trade as compensation for the Holocaust?

Israel plays a special role in the tive may seem a little embarrasinternational organ trade: In no sing: “Revenge, compensation
ff. I lived in Cairo for two other country are there fewer – reparation for the Holocaust.”
years and there were regular organs donated by the popula- She characterizes a talk she
rumors among the people tion, but at the same time so had with an Israeli dealer, who
about orphans disappearing many requested. For Nancy told her that it is somehow a
without a trace. Many are Scheper-Hughes, professor for question of “an eye for an eye,
medical anthropology at the a tooth for a tooth. We are
victims of the organ-trade!
Bereft of their organs, literally University of Berkeley in chasing every single kidney,
exploited, they are often found California and founder of the liver and heart that we can get.
again with the obvious scars organization “Organ Watch”, The world owes them to us.”
on their bodies. But this dirty Israel is the spearhead of the Israeli doctors have commenbusiness with organs is not worldwide organ trade. “Its ten- ted in the same way, too.
just limited to the capital. In- tacles reach across the whole
Sources:
creasingly on the Sinai, there world.” Israeli organ dealers
excerpt from original article“Kaufe
Niere, zahle bar!“,ZeitenSchrift,
are growing numbers of refu- are supposed to be the best
Ausgabe 74/2013, S.19
gees from black-African coun- organized in the world – with
www.zeitenschrift.com/magazin/
tries among the victims. Even agents, banking accounts,
74_Organhandelthough this is known to many recruiters, translators and traKaufe_Niere_zahle_bar.ihtml
Egyptians, journalists who try vel agencies which get the
to report about it are muzzled. Visa. The scientist investigated
“Who doesn’t act, will be
Who is behind all this? Who is the motives of Israeli organ
treated.“
dealers. “On the one hand it’s
in control of the organ trade?
Rainer Barzel
Source: greed,” she says; the other mowitness account A.H.;
www.youtube.com/watch?v=
bIM6X6AfMlQ

“Injustice in any place
threatens the justice in
any other.”
Martin Luther King*

The Portuguese
child abuser affair
mab. “The consternation
about the child abuser affair
in Belgium overshadows the
incident in Portugal at that
time: In November 2002,
there was revealed that over
the years hundreds of boys
and girls were sexually
abused
in
state-owned
children’s homes. The child
abusers sexually abused especially deaf mutes and orphans.
Here too, the abusers were not
looked for in circles of criminals and psychopaths but

among people with highest
reputation: ambassadors, popular TV stars and ministers.
The investigators even put a
trace on Eduardo Ferro Rodrigues’ telephone, the party
leader of the socialists at that
time.” This report was in the
Berlin “Morgenpost” on the
06/18/2003. It’s difficult to
write it down, but for over 30
years children of the state welfare institution Casa Pia in
Portugal were abused, tormented and among other
“chartered” for sprees and perverted film shootings. The
child abuser affairs of the last
decades loom one and the
same picture everywhere that
the highest echelons of the
government right up to the
royal houses have taken part
in these crimes on the weakest
of our society. Added to that,
the voice of one of the Casa

„Only perseverance
leads to the goal.“
Schiller

Victory Corner:
Bravo!!!
Organ transplant
rejected –
daughter alive!

mol. A Polish father whose
19-year old daughter was
in a coma with major injuries and brain damage after a traffic accident, had
been urged by the doctors
to approve donation of the
daughters organs. In his
misery, he contacted a professor for rehabilitation
who took the young woman into his clinic. Prof.
Pia victims, that put the dilem- Dr. Jan Talar developed a
therapy with which the 19ma in a nutshell: “When the
suspects got known, the vic- year old has been fully
tims became the bad guys,” healed and has since married. The therapy is very
remembers Namora. “But it
simple:
can’t be that children got
abused for years and things Through permanent stimulation (head/ face massagot done to them, you can’t
ges, playing of music, speaeven imagine, and then it’s
said the accused are respected
king to the patients...) the
personalities; don’t bother
coma-patient is stimulated
them.”
for several weeks. Prof.
Now the time has come that
Talar has already brought
these incredibly terrible things
many “hopeless cases”
along with the respected per- back to life in this way.
sonalities are dragged to day- However, he had to leave
light.
the clinic he was working
Sources:
for at that time because his
www.heise.de/tp/artikel/38/38019/1.html
Medienkommentare
successful therapies damavom 12.1./23.1. und 14.2.2013;
ged the transplant business.
Doku-Film „Sexzwang “ von
Panorama-Film;
Depesche „mehr wissen besser leben“
Nr.02-04, 2013 „Kindersex
und die hohe Politik“
www.spiegel.de/panorama/justiz/
kinderschaender-urteil-in-portugalleiden-ohne-ende-a-715627.html

Source:
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=C8geRhFdixs

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references. All citations marked with *are re-translated from German into English.
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